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Matrimonial Real Property Laws
under Land Code

Thu, Aug 27th 2020

9:30 AM (PDT) – 90 min Webinar
+ 15 min Virtual Mix & Mingle
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In partnership with:             National Aboriginal Lands Managers Association – NALMA
Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property – COEMRP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:00  Start Session & Count down9:10  Test Audio & Slido9:30  Start Webinar Recording*** [Animation]         Welcome to FNLMRC TMPD Virtual Webinar on:Matrimonial Real Property Laws under Land CodeDelivered in partnership with National Aboriginal Lands Managers Association (NALMA) & the Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property (COEMRP)



TMPD Virtual Webinar Welcome

Angie Derrickson
Manager: Training, Mentorship & Professional Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:30 FACILITATOR WELCOMINGSignatory Land Acknowledgement ��I would like to take this opportunity to:��Honor our elders and teachers (past and present) that have walked before us, and through these contributions our lives continue to be enriched by the generosity and wisdom that is shared between our nations.��I would also like to acknowledge other indigenous communities across Canada and recognize their unique spiritual, cultural and economic connection to their lands. ��Specifically I would like to acknowledge our signatory communities who are working hard to revive the governance authorities over their reserve lands through their own community Land Codes and the Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Management.Facilitator Introduction��My name is Angie Derrickson and I am the Resource Centre’s TMPD Manager. I will be your facilitator of this webinar. I am a proud member of Westbank First Nation. I joined the RC in June 2013 and have over 25 years experience working with First Nations in area of lands and self-government. 



2020 Virtual Webinar Schedule

labrc.com/tmpd

labrc.com/events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATOR Reminder of TMPD Virtual Webinar schedule which is in today’s materials ... Today we are delivering our 10th webinar this fiscal year and have 9 more planned for 2020 Fall/Winter … [Animation] You can also visit our website for registration details, and of course Lise will distribute the details as webinar registrations open …  a copy of this schedule is included today’s materials https://labrc.com/events/ … [Animation] TMPD Knowledge Paths Tool is now available and we encourage you to register & update your learners profile (non-signatory members are not available at this time). The RC Activities have now been updated and you will be able to generate reports showing your participation in past RC events since 2017 up to and soon including the 2020 virtual webinars, visit https://labrc.com/tmpd. We will be developing a webinar to showcase the Knowledge Path Tool later this fall.

https://labrc.com/tmpd
https://labrc.com/events/


Some administrative details to enhance the Webinar session:

1. Mute all your devices

2. Recording in Progress

3. SLIDO Questions, Comments, Closing Poll

Mute Devices Recorded Session Questions

TMPD Virtual Webinar Guidelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATORSome administrative details to enhance the Webinar session:We ask that you all Mute your devices and enjoy the presentation��To avoid hearing duplicate audio:�– MUTE your phone & computer�- UNMUTE one device when speaking�- Physically distance your speaker & phone can also helpThese sessions form part of the broader RC strategy to expand its publicly available knowledge repository, webinars are recorded and posted on the resources page of our website. When registering for this event you were advised that your voice may be taped during the Q&A-Discussion portion of the workshop. If you don’t wish to speak, you may ask questions via email or Slido.



TMPD Virtual Webinar Tools

#TMPD-AUG-27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATORIntroducing Slido to the Participants We want to ensure this session is interactive, engaged and addressing your communities’ questions. Therefore, we'll be using a simple audience interaction platform called Slido. It’s easy to join but if you have any issues please connect with us for assistance. SLIDO – Questions & Poll Connect laptop & mobile device to:Web / APP      www.sli.doEvent Code     #TMPD-AUG-27We encourage you to ask questions and leave comments and  we will do our best to address them during the webinar … if we run out of time, we will review any outstanding questions and make them available as a resources on the website.RC Presentation & MaterialsPresentation is available online at LABRC.com/events/ under today’s eventIf you have any questions, please add to SLIDO or contact Lise Steele for assistance



Agenda & Objectives

Welcome & Introduction9:30

Review of the Framework Agreement provisions on MRP9:40 

Overview of FHRMIRA in relation to signatory First Nations9:45

MRP Enforcement Considerations9:55

Community Perspectives – Membertou – MRP law enforcement 10:10

Live Poll, Discussion & Questions10:35

Closing11:00
11:00 - 11:15 
Virtual Mix & Mingle

Time Zone 
(PDT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATOR Today’s webinar will be …. Matrimonial Real Property Laws under Land CodeDelivered in partnership with National Aboriginal Lands Managers Association (NALMA) & the Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property (COEMRP)Our TMPD Objectives are: Review of the Framework Agreement provisions on Matrimonial Real Property (MRP)An overview of Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act (FHRMIRA) in relation to signatory First Nations What are the main principles of MRP law development under a Land CodeDiscussion around mediation, dispute resolution and enforcement of MRP lawsOur Target Audience is:Interested FN’s, ISC, others wanting to learn more on FA & Land GovernanceThis also includes our Developmental, Operational & Signatory FNs:Land Governance Directors, Land Managers and Lands StaffChief & Council, Band ManagersLands Committee MembersElders and Youth



TMPD Virtual Webinar Presenters

Michelle Delorme
Environment & Enforcement Advisor – SK

Andrew Beynon
Law Making & Enforcement Advisor

labrc.com

Cheryl Knockwood
Governance Coordinator

membertou.ca

Crystal Cummings 
MRP Coordinator

Kathy McCue 
MRP Specialist

coemrp.ca

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR 
MATRIMONIAL REAL PROPERTY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATORI would like to introduce today’s presenters … First Nation Land Management Resource CentreMichelle Delorme, Environment & Enforcement Advisor – SKAndrew Beynon, Law Making & Enforcement AdvisorCentre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real PropertyCrystal Cummings, MRP CoordinatorKathy McCue, MRP SpecialistMembertouCheryl Knockwood, Governance CoordinatorYou can find their biographies as a handout in today’s materials

https://membertou.ca/


“Supporting First Nations to exercise their Inherent Right to govern their Lands and Resources.”

Framework Agreement

Governance

Compliance

Management

Signatory 
Support

Signatory 
Assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITATORWe are excited to welcome new participants as they join our virtual sessions … our invitations are expanding to those FNs who have expressed “interest” in the FA and NALMA membership … and we want to remind our participants that our materials are based on FNLMRC strategic approach to lands governance and management training centered on the Framework Agreement on First Nation Lands Management (FA). The Framework Agreement provides First Nations with the option to manage their reserve lands outside the Indian Act’s (44) land management provisions by creating their own community Land Code.Developmental FNs will draft their Land Code, Community Ratification Process and entering into an Individual Agreement with Canada. Once ratified by the community, the FN would only then become an Operational signatory under its own land code.The RC was established by the LAB to undertake its technical responsibilities to FN’s, such as:Signatory Support to provide curricula and training programs for the implementation of community Land Codes, andSignatory Assistance to FNs who encounter difficulties and request assistance from RC to obtain the expertise needed to resolve the issue. The Resource Centre understands and supports the diversity First Nations have across Canada in exercising their Inherent Right to govern their Lands and Resources. The TMPD strategy has been developed over the past 20 years, including extensive research and engagement with FA signatory First Nations across Canada. The focus is to equip FA communities with the necessary knowledge and tools to carry out the implementation of their unique governance authority over their reserve lands and resources. And to gain an overall understanding of the issues and topics that they be faced in their roles under Land Code.We continue to strive to improve the TMPD strategy and to provide knowledge sharing opportunities on FA specific lands governance topics.



What is Matrimonial Real Property (MRP)

Michelle Delorme
Environment & Enforcement Advisor - SK

Matrimonial Real Property on-reserve generally 
refers to the family home where both spouses or 
common-law partners live during a marriage or 
common-law relationship

Both provincial and federal laws protect MRP 
interests and the rights of both spouses or 
common-law partners in the event of separation, 
divorce or death

The issue is that many of these important 
protections related to matrimonial interests have 
not been available on reserve until recently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:37 – Michelle – 2 minutesMatrimonial real property on-reserve generally refers to   the family home where both spouses or common-law partners live during a marriage or common-law relationshipBoth provincial and federal laws protect MRP interests and the rights of both spouses or common-law partners in the event of separation, divorce or death…so for most Canadians undergoing a break-down of their marriage, common-law relationship, death of a spouse or partner there is legal protection available to ensure their matrimonial real property is dealt with equitably The issue is that many of these important protections related to matrimonial interests have not been available on reserve until recently  NOTE:  This is “general” as MRP has mostly concerned the division of the Family Home. MRP can include land and fixtures that are permanently attached to the land owned by one or both spouses. It is important to define the Family Home within the law. Several definitions like Family Home, Interest or Right, Matrimonial Interests or Rights are defined within FHRMIRA but keep in mind the words and expressions not defined in FHRMIRA have the same meaning as in the Indian Act – e.g. “band”, “common-law partner”, “reserve” and “survivor” [s. 2(2)]



MRP and the Framework Agreement

Prior to 2018 amendments, matrimonial real property on breakdown of 
marriage was addressed through clause 5.4 of the Framework Agreement 
requiring that: 

A First Nation operating under a land code must establish a community 
process in its land code to develop rules and procedures applicable upon 
the breakdown of a marriage, to the use, occupancy and possession of 
First Nations land and the division of interests in that land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:39 – Michelle – 2 minutesOne of the many weaknesses of the Indian Act is that it fails to address division of property on marriage breakdown or the death of a spouseFor years, the FA dealt with matrimonial real property on breakdown of marriage – prior to 2018 amendments to expand the family law provisions of the FA, clause 5.4 of the FA required that: A First Nation operating under a land code must establish a community process in its land code to develop rules and procedures applicable upon the breakdown of a marriage, to the use, occupancy and possession of First Nations land and the division of interests in that land NOTE: As pointed out, FNs under LC have the option “may”  develop rules and procedures applicable upon the breakdown of a marriage….FA First Nations making matrimonial real property laws  follow the same process as they would for making any other land laws under land codes – though there might be some additional process requirements for matrimonial property laws in their land code  NOTE: Law making process structured under LC 



2018 FA Amendments related to MRP 

Framework Agreement Amendments 2018: 
Matrimonial Real Property (see FA s.18)

• An overall increase in self-governing authority
• Removed requirement, now First Nations can choose to enact FN laws or 

FHRMIRA 
• Required to notify provinces of MRP laws
• Expanded beyond breakdown of marriage to include “death of a spouse”
• Wills & Estates support for future amendments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:41 – Michelle – 2 minutesNew FA Amendments in 2018 related to MRP (see FA s.18) provide:An overall increase in self-governing authority: FA expanded to cover laws for breakdown of marriage and death of a spouseElimination of requirement in land code to develop MRP rules: now FA First Nations just choose whether to enact FN laws or leave it to FHRMIRA New requirement to notify provinces when making MRP laws – similar to FHRMIRA expansion beyond breakdown of marriage to include “death of spouse” – FA now recognizes MRP law making powers as broad as FHRMIRA FA provisions now deal with “breakdown of marriage” and “death of spouse” so FN’s have just as much authority under the FA. NOTE:  FHRMIRA operates within the network of laws governing “lands reserved for Indians: including the IA and FNLMWills & Estates - Wills and estates continue to be handled by Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) and not under the FA (yet! Although there is support to change this in the near future with additional amendments to the FA)



MRP Laws 

FNLM Laws FHRMIRA Divorce Act Provincial 
Family Law

Provincial Civil 
Family Violence 
Protection Law

Indian Act
Self-

government 
agreements

Cultural 
practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:43 – Michelle – 2 minutesMRP Law (general)FNLM LawsFHRMIRA, including laws developed under FHRMIRADivorce ActProvincial Family LawProvincial Civil Family Violence Protection LawIndian ActSelf-government agreementsCultural practices



FHRMIRA in relation to signatory First Nations

• FHRMIRA applies until a First Nation creates its own law

• The provisional rules apply to First Nations whose lands are 
managed pursuant Indian Act, Framework Agreement and self-
government agreement may choose to have FHRMIRA apply

• Following the 2018 FA amendments, First Nations now have the 
full range of MRP authority currently available under FHRMIRA

Kathy McCue
MRP Specialist

Family Homes on 
Reserves and Matrimonial 

Interests or Rights Act 

(FHRMIRA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:45 – Kathy – 3 minutesThe purpose of the FHRMIRA is to address a legislative gap by providing rights and protections to spouses and common-law partners resident on reserve. The Act provides for the enactment of First Nation laws to address matrimonial real property and contains a set of provisional federal rules that apply until such time as a First Nation enacts its own law. These provisional federal rules provide rights to spouses and common-law partners during a conjugal relationship, when that relationship breaks down or on the death of a spouse or common-law partner, respecting the use, occupation and possession of family homes on First Nation reserves; and the division of the value of any interests or rights held by spouses or common-law partners in or to structures and lands on those reserves.FHRMIRA applies until a First Nation creates its own law (with some exceptions)The provisional rules apply to First Nations whose lands are managed pursuant Indian Act or the FNLM regime until they enact their own laws under this legislation, or under their land codes, or where they take on land management powers through a negotiated comprehensive self-government agreementPreviously FHRMIRA’s First Nation MRP law-making provisions were broader than those under the Framework Agreement. Following the 2018 FA amendments, First Nations now have the full range of MRP authority currently available under FHRMIRA



MRP Provisional Federal Rules

Equal right to occupancy

Right of a survivor

Spousal consent

Emergency Protection Orders

Exclusive Occupation Orders

Division of value

Survivors alternatives to inheriting

First Nation notification (exceptions)

Council representation to the court

Various First Nation values and practices 
concerning individual interests in reserve 
lands and housing across Canada

Provisional Federal Rules to be examined 
for potential impacts on specific traditions, 
customs, policies and procedures

The legislation provides for First Nation 
MRP law enactment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:48 – Kathy – 4 minutesThe provisional federal rules are default rules which provide rights and protections on reserves until a First Nation develops and enacts its own law.  These include areas such as:Equal right to occupancy of the family home during the conjugal relationship, whether or not that person is a First Nation member or an Indian. (s.13)Right of a surviving spouse or common-law partner to occupy the family home for 180 days after a death occurs.  (s. 14)Requirement of spousal consent for sale or disposal of the family home (s.15)Emergency Protection Orders (EPO).  (s. 16-19) Note: not available in all provincesExclusive Occupation Orders that allows a spouse or common-law partner short to long-term occupancy to the exclusion of the other. (ss. 20 and 21)Division of value of MRP.   Each spouse or common-law partner (or survivor) is entitled to a presumptive equal share of the value of the “family home” and may also be entitled to share in the value of other land and structures.  NOTE: non-members cannot share in the value of reserve land. (ss.28 and 34)Surviving spouse or common-law partner can, within 10 months of the date of death, apply under the federal rules for half of the value of the matrimonial real property interests or rights as an alternative to inheriting from the estate of the deceased. (s.36)Requirement for First Nations to be notified in regard to any proceedings under the Act (except EPO’s and confidentiality orders) and;The right of the Council to make representation to the court with respect to the cultural, social and legal context that pertains to the application and present its views about whether or not the order should be made. (s.41)NOTE:  A number of values and practices exist among First Nations across Canada concerning individual interests in reserve lands and housing.  It is necessary for a First Nation to review the legislation critically to determine the impact of each of the PFR’s to their Nation’s specific traditions, customs, policies and procedures.  Where these rules are unworkable for the First Nation, the legislation provides for the enactment of a First Nation MRP law at which time the PFR’s would cease to apply to that First Nation.HANDOUT - Application of the Provisional Federal Rules CHART (if and when apply) for timing & scenarios to consider when looking a developing MRP



Considerations when Enacting an MRP Law

jurisdiction over 
land and certain 

family law matters  

interests of 
children as a 

priority  

resolving property 
disputes

fairness, rights and 
remedies

well-being of all 
parties involved 

helps to prevent 
further conflict

protects the 
human rights of 

members

balancing 
individual and 

collective rights 

traditional laws, 
customs, practices 

and policies 

dispute resolution 
mechanisms

mechanism for the 
disposition of 

matrimonial real 
property

enforcement 
measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:52 – Kathy – 3 minutesLC & FHRMIRA ConsiderationsAllows First Nations to exercise jurisdiction over land and certain family law mattersProtects/ensures the interests of children as a priorityAids in resolving property disputes through community-based solutions (e.g., as a result of marital breakdown)Promotes fairness, rights and remedies, without discrimination on the basis of genderPreserves and protects the well-being of all parties involved and helps to prevent further conflict from arisingProtects the human rights of members while balancing individual and collective rightsCompliments First Nation traditional laws, customs, practices, and policiesCompliments dispute resolution mechanisms to assist couples in resolving disputes relating to family law mattersClarifies the mechanism for the disposition of matrimonial real property on reserves following a marital breakdownEnsures the safety of all First Nation members and residents Can include enforcement measures – as with other First Nation laws



Enforcement Considerations of MRP

FIRST NATION 
LAWS

spousal agreements qualify term “common 
law relationship”

mediation or traditional 
dispute resolution

access to a court of 
competent jurisdiction

Andrew Beynon
Law Making & Enforcement Advisor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
9:55 – Andrew – 5 minutesEnforcement Considerations of MRPFirst Nation laws can recognize the right of spouses to make their own agreement (contract) as to the disposition of interests in First Nation lands if there is a marital breakdown in future. A court in any event can set aside or vary any agreements that are unfair between spouses, where one party is severely disadvantaged etc. First Nation laws can determine length of time needed to establish a “common law relationship” which can be different from provincial/territorial law unlike FHRMIRA which is one year of cohabitationFirst Nation laws can provide for mediation or traditional dispute resolution where the parties are unable to reach their own agreementThe right of spouses to have access to a court of competent jurisdiction The superior court of the province (judges appointed under s. 96 Constitution Act has jurisdiction). A court where a divorce or other related proceeding is pending has jurisdiction to hear and determine an application under FHRMIRA and the proceedings can be joined. Similar with the Divorce Act, provincial rules of evidence apply (s. 51) and FHRMIRA provides a definition of "competent authority" (s. 47 I believe)



Enforcement Considerations of MRP (cont.)

Compulsory 
Mediation

Access to 
Courts of 

Competent 
Jurisdiction 

General 
Provisions

First Nations have jurisdiction under 
their land code and MRP to address 
the division of interest in First Nation 
lands upon the breakdown of a 
marriage or spousal separation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:00 – Andrew – 5 minutesCompulsory MediationMediation sometimes only leads to recommendations for the parties – but family mediation can be made mandatory - intended to create a process to divide interest in reserve lands where there is no agreement.  A court can create rules and procedures for mediation process Access to Courts of Competent Jurisdiction Courts can be used to provide members with various orders. For example: an order that First Nation land be transferred to a spouse who is a memberIf a court orders an auction, the council may set the prices.  Courts can also if necessary, declare which structures constitute the “matrimonial home.”  General Provisionsa First Nation can set penalties and punishments if a person contravenes an order set by courts of competent jurisdictionFHRMIRA provides that a council may enforce the following orders on request by a person who is not a FN member or Indian: orders payable on the amount owing to the spouse or common law partner or survivor; orders on how the amount will be paid; orders enforcing a written agreement on the amount payable and method for paying it – If Council does not enforce the order, a court may require the person against whom the order was made to pay the amount into courtFirst Nations have jurisdiction under their land code and MRP to address the division of interest in First Nation lands upon the breakdown of a marriage or spousal separation



MRP Support Services

Centre of Excellence for 
Matrimonial Real Property

• COEMRP Resources - Link

• Matrimonial Real Property Rights on 
Your Reserve Brochure - Link

• Role of Chief and Council Brochure 
Link

coemrp.ca

First Nation 
Land Management 
Resource Centre

• Information Workshops & Webinars 

• Learning Materials 

• Law Development and Drafting 

• Revision of existing MRP laws 

• General support 

labrc.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:05 – Andrew / Kathy – 5 minutesSupport for choosing how your community moves forward in MRP law development?RC – Support Services - A few of the services provided by the RC would include:Information Workshops or Webinars – RC sessions are intended to deliver general information on MRP law development, options, updates on specific MRP topics that are of interest to our communitiesLearning Materials – knowledge is directly delivered by materials developed by MRP experts, sample MRP laws, courses, forms etc. Law Development and Drafting – education on drafting procedures, structure, content and organization of LC MRP lawsRevision of existing MRP laws – review and revamp of older MRP laws enacted which many no longer suit your community’s needsGeneral support – initial inquiry support on specific FA/LC related MRP issues on your reserveCOEMRP – Support ServicesCOEMRP Resources: https://www.coemrp.ca/resources/Matrimonial Real Property Rights on Your Reserve Brochure http://coemrp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/COEMRP_brochure.pdfRole of Chief and Council Brochure https://www.coemrp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Roles-of-Chief-and-Council-Brochure.pdf

https://www.coemrp.ca/resources/
http://coemrp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/COEMRP_brochure.pdf
https://www.coemrp.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Roles-of-Chief-and-Council-Brochure.pdf
https://www.coemrp.ca/
https://labrc.com/


Community Perspectives

1) Why didn’t you make your law under land code authority? 

2) How did you get the courts to enforce your law and how did you know which court to go to? 

3) Did Membertou go to court or just one of the spouses, with Membertou First Nation staying out of the court case?

4) Would you recommend a different approach for a small First Nation or with smaller population living on reserve?

Cheryl Knockwood
Governance Coordinator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:10 – FACILITATOR – 25 minutesReminder of live slido poll – review and share your experiencesI would like to introduce today’s community perspective:Membertou - Cheryl Knockwood, Governance DirectorWhy didn’t you make your law under land code authority? How did you get the courts to enforce your law and how did you know which court to go to? Did Membertou go to court or just one of the spouses, with Membertou First Nation staying out of the court case? Would you recommend a different approach for a small First Nation or with smaller population living on reserve? 



Slido Poll & Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:35 – FACILITATOR – 23 minutesFurther to the Slido Poll we will review the questions and discussion on RC/COE/FN perspectives. You can add your comments into the live slido poll and/or raise your virtual hand in the chat room to share your unique perspectives:ADD SLIDO LIVE View – Review questions & facilitate discussion with Presenters & Participants ... Under both FHRMIRA and the FA, we are supposed to notify the provincial/territorial Attorney General about our MRP laws. Have any of the provinces responded … favourably or unfavourably?In terms of temporary possession of the family home, this typically goes with an order preventing the other spouse from going near the home. Do you have to go to provincial courts to get these orders or will the police enforce an order by someone appointed under our law?Most First Nation spousal property laws provide for dispute resolution. How does that work if one of the spouses does not cooperate … or have enough money to pay for dispute resolution?Does dispute resolution only work if the spouses agree to an outcome? Can the person leading dispute resolution impose any orders … even just orders necessary to get the job done like setting a hearing date or requiring documents? If we want to terminate the application of the provisional rules under federal FHRMIRA, can we just make a short MRP law that only deals with a few issues and then a few years later make a comprehensive MRP law? �SLIDO QUESTIONS Time Permitted



THANK YOU

Angie Derrickson
TMPD Manager

c.   250-469-1675
e.   aderrickson@labrc.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:58 – Angie – 2 minutesThat ends our session for today, please take time to complete the EVALUATION FORM providing your constructive criticism allows us to continually improve your virtual webinar experience. Reminder to add you name and contact info if you are requesting a follow up.REFERENCE MATERIALSHandouts – ready list in WEB LINKPDF of today’s PresentationWebinar Recording (to be uploaded later today)TMPD Virtual Webinar & Workshop - 2020 ScheduleJoin us for our Virtual Mix & Mingle after today’s session  THANK YOU for participating in Virtual Webinar, we look forward to seeing you at our next session. Lise will circulate the details as registration becomes available online and the full schedule can be found in today’s materials.UNTIL THEN … all of us at the RC … hope that you… your families… and communities stay safe, happy & healthy !!!

mailto:aderrickson@labrc.com


Virtual Mix 
& Mingle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11:00-11:15	Virtual Mix & MingleDoes anyone have any questions or items they wish to share and/or discuss ???Continued discussion on MRP …Law Development ...Community Engagement & Education …Other …
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